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Absorption expenmenta have km performed on electron-beam pumped rare gases (argon and krypton)
as a function of pump power using the f%equency-doubled output of a tunable dye laser at 248.4 nm and
257.3 nm. Energy deposition into the gas was vaxied by attenuating the electron beam with one or two
stainless steel ecreens and by filling the gas ch&r with different rare gas densities. The results
fkom two energy deposition diagnostics were compared, and found to agree within 20%. Kinetics code
calculations agreed with experimental results when absorption croae sections in the code were lowered.

The KrF laser has been under consideration as a
fusion driver candidate for several yeara now. Ita high
overall efficiency and possible multi-shot-per-second
capability make it attractive for power plant
applications, but there are difficulties that must be
overcome before KrF will be chosen as the Inertial
Confinement Fusion laser driver. A problem that has
seemed to plague nearly all KrF kinetics codes has
been the inability ta accurately model absorption by the
laser media,l Theoretical predictions fall short by as
much as a factor of 2 compared to experimentally
obtained values. z.s In an effort @ come to a bettar
understanding of the absorption procemes that take
place in electron-beam-pumped F2/Kr/Ar mixtures,
experiments have been performed on e-beam-pumped
rare gases in the abnence of fluorine, affording a much
simpler kinetics picture that allows for a more precise
benchmark of the model than is usually obtained in
laser experiments involving a gas mix of Ar, Kr, and
F2

Absorption measurements have been performed
in electron-beam pumped argon and krypton at
248.4 nm and 257,3 nm over a wide range of pressures
and pump powero. Results horn these experiments
have provided input to the KrF kinetics code that is
currently being used at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory. In addition, two different techniques for
measuring the energy deposited into the gas have been
employed and their results compared to determine the
most accurate manner of measuring the energy
d~position.

Expdmantal Apparatus

The experimental apparatus used in these
experiments is illustrated in Fig. 1. A Lambda ?hysik
EMG.101 excimm laser (run on XeCl: 308 nm) umpedra dye laser whose output was frequency doub ed in a
beta-barium borate crystal to 248,4 nm or 267,3 nm.
The -t$-ns fill width at half maximum (FWHM) beam
was transmitted through a gap between two concrete
slabs (used for x-ray shielding purposeIJ) and reflected
onto a 60% beams litter. Half of the beam (probe) was

Rdirected through t e absorption cell in a three-pasn set-
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Figure 1 Diagram of the experimental apparatus A 248 4-rim
beam from a frequency doubled dye laser probed the e-beam
pumped ●rgon or kryptan gaothreetimeo beforwbeing detected hy a
photadiode. A referanm beam bypassed the cdl ●nd was reflemed
inta the same photodiode 23 ne earlier than the probe

up while the other half {reference) bypassed the cell,
The two beams were then reflected onto the same
photodiode, whose output was displayed on a fast
oscilloscope. The difference in path length of the
beams resulted in a -23-ns separation of their leading
edgee, with the reference beam arriving at the
photodiode first, Neutral density filterg reduced the
intensity of the probe beam to -50 kW/cm2 as it entered
the gag cell on its first pans,

The tdectron gun produced a 200-ns FWHM voltage
pulse with a peak current density of 50 A/cm2. Typica!
electron-gun waveforms are displayed in Fig. 2, The
400-kV electrons which were ejected from the
hemispherically shaped cathode were constrained by a
1,5.kG magnetic guide field. After traversing the wire
anode / hibachi / foil structure (1. S mil titanium), they
deposited energy into the gas, A stainless steel plste
having s 3.5 x 8,0.cm2 aperture wss located 6.1 cm
fkom the foil and served to tiefine a uniformly pumped
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Figure 2. Waveforms of the diode voltage and current produced by
the electron gun. The voltage waveform has a 200-ns FWHM
while the current waveform hao a MO-m FWHM

region of gas. The current density that was
transmitted through the aperture could be measured
with a faraday cup when the gas cell was pumped to a
vacuum. It was also possible to reduce the current
density by a factor of 2 or 4.2 by mounting 1 or 2
stainless steel screens between the foil and the
aperture plate. The probe laser beam was aligned
slightly past the aperture plate, at a distance of 5,8 cm
f+om the foil, and ran transverse to the electron-beam,
furnishing a single-pass absorption length of 8 cm,
The Umporal delay between the firing of the e-beam
and laser was controlled with a digital delay gmierator.
The gafl chamber was filled with either 2, 1 or
U2 ama~;at of argon or krypton. The pressure rise in
the gas for each shot was determined using a
capacitance manometer. Data was taken under the
experimental conditions given in Table 1.

Abosptb CakuMion

The absorption measurement consisted of first
filling the gas cell with the appropriate density of
argon or krypton and taking a number of reference
waveforms. The reference beam intansity was varied
until tho intensities of the beams were nearly equal,
The e-beam and laser were then fired, and a picture of
the reference and probe waveforms was taken and
compared to the reference waveform, This was
repeated for a total of three shots on a gas fill, Several

referenc~ waveforma were then taken and the average

TABLE 1 Experimental conditions

Gas Gas Density Current Density

Argon 2 amagats 60,26 and 12 Mcmz
1 amagat 50 and 2S AIcm2
0.5 amagat 50 A/cmz

Krypton2 amagats ~~ an~m2;Alcm2
1 amagat

reference beam to probe beam peal intensity ratio was
calculated. The transmiaaion of the probe beam
through the e-beam-pumped gas was calculated by
dividing the probe beam to reference beam intensity
ratio obtained during the ahot by the average reference
to probe beam intensity ratio in the absence of the
e-beam. The absorption was calculated by taking the
natural log of the transmission and dividing by 24 cm,
the three pass absorption length,

Since the same photodiode detect~d both the
reference and probe beams, the uncertain y in the
reference to probe beam intensity ratio was small,
typically i 3%, which translated into an uncertainty in
the transmission cf * 5%, giving an uncertainty in the
absorption coefficient of * 0.2 %/cm. These values
repre~ent a standard deviation from the mean.
However, shot-to-sh~t variatiorm in the e-beam
increase the uncertainty to * -f!.3 %/cm. Typical
photodiode waveforms of the reference and probe
beams without and with the firing of the e-beam are
given in Fig. 3.

Knowledge of the peak pump power is necessary in
order to be able to make code calculations of the
absorption. Because of the nature of the cathode and
the use of the e-beam aperture, the pressure rise
technique was not used t.adetermine deposited exiergy4
The two techniques that were employed in these
experiments to measure the peak pump power were;
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Figure 3 Photodiode wnveformn in the abxence and pr~sencc of
the e-beam The top waveform dlsplay~ the reference and probe
beams when tht e.beam i? not tired, while the lower trac~
demonstrates the effect on the probe beam whcm almorption teke~
place The upper trace ia expanded compared to the lower by a
fswtor of 25, and the time delay between the arrival of the c.beam
●t the gao cdl and the prvbe beam on Itssecond paan (lower trace I
10!200ns



firstly, measuring the energy deposited into
radiachromic (RK) films at the position where the
absorption measurement was made, and determining
the pump power from the temporal halfwidths of
voltage and current waveforms, and secondly,
measuring the current d naity and determining pump

t?power horn Monte Carlo calculations.
Each of the techniques has its disadvantages.

The RK film is not calibrated to a very high degree of
accuracy, and the technique relies on an accm ate
knowledge of the relative stopping powers of argon,
krypton and nylon. The Monte Carlo method makes a
calculation of the deposited ener~-per-electron-per-cm
which is baaed on the initial electron energy (nearly
impossible to measure accurately), and the techmque
has not been experimentally verified. However, a
comparison of the pump powers measured using the
two techniques at least gives limits on what the pump
power is.

Therefore, exposures of RK film were taken
under the experimental conditions given in Table I,
and analyzed to give the energy deposited. An example
of the electron energy deposition into 2 amagats of
argon along the absorption line is displayed in Fig. 4.
The vertical axis is the change in optical density of the
film that has resulted fkom the exposure to the e-beam.
This is proportional to the energy that was deposited in
the fdm. There is some spreading of the e-beam past
the aperture, but most of the electrons are confined
within the 8 cm, From the figure, however, it is clear
that the pump power, and hence the current density,
as well as the absorption, is not constant along the
probe beam, and this complicates the modeling.

For an argon density of 2 amagats at a
maximum current density of 50 A/cm2, peak pump
powers of 600 kW/cm3 were determined from the RK
technique at the position that the absorption was
measured. ‘I’able II displays the peak pump powers for
the different experimental conditions, and as can be
seen, the pump power in argon is roughly
proportional to both gas density and current density.
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Figure 4 Scan of rad]achromlc film giving the chnnge in opticnl
d( naity in the probe beam dir+ectlonat a dlntance of 6.8 cm fkrm the
foil compared to nn unexpofied nample, Optlcal denalty is
conveti to energy deposited in the nylon film, ●nd a conversion
is made to deposited energy in the gas The da.hed linen mark the
boundaries of thr e-beam aperture in the z-directron

Calculations of energy deposition-per-cm were
made using a Monte Carlo code for electrons of energy
400-keV scattering into the various densities of argon
and krypton. Although the electron-gun and gas cell
have a cylindrical geometry, because of the nature of
the code, the gas cell was modeled as a box, and the
electrons were taken to be incident on a square foil with
15-cm sides. The aperture was not included in the
modeling, but it is only expected to have a small effect
on the electron trajectories at the edges of the aperture.
The main difficulty with this calculation is that the
cathode shape cauees the current density to have a
radial dependence peaking in the center (as seen in
Fig. 4), and this can not be entered into the Monte
Cario calculations.

A pl,t of energy deposited-per-cm per electron in 2,
1 and 0.5 amagats of argon vs distance from the foil in
the electron-beam direction (x) is shown in Fig. 5.
Each curve represents an average of the depositions in
the y-(vertical) and z-(probe beam axis) directions. The
dashed line shows the probe ‘beam position. A similar
curve for deposition in the vertical direction is
presented in Fig. 6. The dashed lines mark the
boundaries of the foil, and the absorption
measurement is taken at y = 0. From symmetry
considerations, the deposition in the z-direction is
identical to that in the y-direction.

From Figs. 5 and 6, the deposited energy density at
the p~obe position for the 2 amagat argon run is
70 Jlc mslcoulomb, giving a peak pump #ower of
780 kWlcm3 for a current density of 50 A/c! a incident
on a 225 cmz section of foil. This value is somewhat
larger than the 600 kW/cm3 value derived horn the RK
film data, and may be partially due to not having an
accurate knowledge of the electron energy. However,
the actual value of the peak pump power probably lies
between the two measured values, and this may even
be considered as “gooa” agreement. A similar
calculation of energy deposition into 2 and 1 amagat of
krypton, displayed in Fig. 7, yields a deposited energy
density of 106 J/ctn3/ccwlomb (2 ama~ats), or a peak
pump power of 1.2 MW/cm3.
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Figure 5 Monk Carlo calculation of electron energy deposition
in argon in the electron-beam direction trarmveroe to the probe
beam The dashed line marks the probe beam poaltion, and
depomtiono art given for 2., 1. and O 6-amngat runs In the
calculation for 2 amagats, each ●lectron, on the at.~ragc, giverr up
an energy of 2962 keV to the gan (area undcw the curve) An
imtial electron energy of 400 keV wag uned in the ca]culation~
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Figure 6. Monte Carlo calculation of electron energy deposition
inta 2 amagats of argon transverse w the electron-beam. The
da-bed linen mark the foil boundaries. The calculation for
deposition in the z-direction is identi(al w this due to symmetry
An initial electron energy of 4 JO keV wag used in the
calculations.

The temporal dependence of the absorption was
measured for the cases of pu’mping 2 and 1 emagat of
argon at the peak current density of 50 Alcm2, Since
the probe beam passes through the gas three times, it
is actually ~baorbed over a time period of -27 ns. It is
therefore necessary to define a time delay, At, which
corresponds to the separation in time between the
arrival of the e-beam and the probe beam at the gas
cell. By definition, At -0 is the simultaneous anival of
the electron-beam with the probe beam at the
beginning of i~ second pass through the gas cell.

A plot of absorption coefficient versus At for an

argon denaity of 2 amagats is disclosed in Fig. 8, Note
that the absorption peaka at the end of the pump pulse
d=ays exponentially. A linear least squares fit of data
points with At 2225 ns to a decaying exponential is
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Figure 7. Monte Carlo calculation of electron energy deposition
in krypton in the electron-beam direction The daohed line
marko the probe beam position, and depositions ●re given for 2-
●nd I-amagat runs In the calculatwn for 2 ●mngats, each
electron, on th~ average, give- up ●n ●nergy of 267.2 keV to the
gas (cr+a under the curve) An initial electron energy of 400 keV
was uwd in the calculation~
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Figure 8. Temporal dependence of the absorption at 248 nm of
2 amagat of Ar exated by a 50-A/crn2 e-beam, The boxes are the
expatimental data poin~, and the smooth curve is a calculation by
the kineticc code The daohed line represents a linear least
quame fit of the At 2225 na data to a decaying exponential, and
the decay cormtant io 4.4 x l@ 81. The uncertainty in the data is as
shown.

seen as a dashed curve in the figure, and yields a
decay time of 230 ns. This corresponds to the effective
lifetime of the absorber. A similar plot for data taken
at 1 amagat of argon yielded a decay time of -500 ns,
but there is some uncertainty in this value since the
absorption values were lower and more uncertain.
Also shown in Fig. 8 is the kinetics code calculation
(smooth curve) of the temporal dependence of the
absorption. This was obtained by increasing the Ar “

idecay rate in tie present version of the kinetics co e
horn 3.3 x 10~ s.1 to 4.4 x 106 S1 and decreasing the
Ar2* absorption cross section from 1,0 x 1017 cmz to
1.8 x 10-18 cm2. Thif brings the calculation into good
agreement with the peak experimental absorption
coefficient, and it has little effect on the predicted
absorption of an e-beam pumped KrF mix, since the
argon dimers and dimer iona do not form appreciably
in the presence of krypton and fluorine.

An important test of the kinetics code was to
accurately predict the effect of varying the pump power
on the absorption in two different regimes: by
changing the current density, which should have little
effect on the formation and decay rates, but may effect
the Ar2* lZU w 3ZU mixing rate, and by changing the
argon pressure, which effects the mixing rate and the
three-body formation rates, In addition, because of the
simplicity gained by eliminating fluorine and krypton
or argon from the code, there are fewer constants to
vary in bringing code results into agreement with the
experimental data,

The eflect of varying the argon density on the
absorption coefficient for a current density of 50 A/cmz
is depicted in Fig, 9. Experimental result~ are denoted
by squares, and the code predictions are represented by
triangles. In each case, the code over-predicts the
absorption coefficient, although the agreement is
satisfactory. The calculated functional dependence of
the data is diflerent than the measured dependence;
however, this may be partially due to the uncertainty
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Figure 9. Variation of the absorption coefficient with argon
density. The experimental data (~) were taken under conditions
of maximum e-beam pumping. Also shown ●m the kinetice code
prediction. (A). The pump power is proportional to gm denxity.

in the data. The effbct of reducing the current density
on the absorption coefficient at an argon density of
2 amagate is demonstrated in Fig. 10. In this case, the
code over-predicts the 50 A/cd data point, but under-
predicts the other data. Overall, the agreement is
reasonable.

All of the absorption data, including both the
krypton and the argon results, are given in Table 11.
One series of data points was taken at an absorption
wavelength of 257.3 rim in 2 amagats of krypton, and
the resulting absorption coefficient was a factor of 2
larger than the 248.4-rim absorption coefficient, This
agrees with the predicted wavelength dependence of
the Kr2+ (and by analogy, Kr2* ) absorption cross
section made by Wadt. At the present time, the
modelling results for the krypton data are prelinunary,
but indicate a larger predicted absorption than what
has been seen, implying the need to reduce the Kr2*
absorption cross section.
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Figore 10. Abmrpt)o~, coefficient as ● function of pump power
Stainless steel ocmenfl reduced the current density by ● fsct.nr of z
( 1 screen) and 42 (2 screens) The argon dennity was held
constant at 2 amagatu Experimental datn (9) and calculated
dats (A ) are shown Pump powern were calculated from the
radiachromic film technique

D&uaaion

Exposures of radiachromic film have
demonstrated the radial dependence of both the
cument density aud the pump power, as seen in Fig. 4.
Along the absorption line, a peak pump power of
600 kWlcm3 has been determined from energy
deposition measurements in 2 amagats of argon. This
occurs on the e-beam axis, at the point (5.8,0,0). Since
the pump power, and hence the absorption, is not
constdnt along the absorption length, but has a
z dependence, it is inexact to calculate the absorption
coefficient by simply dividing the natural logarithm of
the transmission by 24 cm. Instead,

%

-3 ~a(z) dz = in(T), (1)

where the path length is over the 8-cm aperture, and in
order to calculate the absorption coefficient, the
functional dependence of a must be known, From Fig.
9, at 2 amagats, the absorption has roughly a PO8
dependence, where P is pump power, and the
z dependence of the pump power is obtained from Fig.
4. Although this is only an approximation, the
re’ Ating z dependence of ihe absorption coefficient is
illustrated in Fig. 11. The functional form can be
expressed as

Lx(z)= ~f(z) (2)

where ~ is the absorption coefficient at y = z = O and
~(z) is the absmption distribution function, which has
a maximum value of 1 at z = 0. Eqn. ( 1) can then be
rewritten

-3 ~ :f(Z) dz = in(T) (3)

and the integral off(z) dz can be determined by finding
the area under the curve in Fig. 11. In doing so, one
obtains the result

~f(z)dz= 7.8 cm,

which implies that assuming a constant pump power
along the 8-cm absorption length results in a
determination of the peak (at (5.8,0,0)) absorption
coefficient that is accurahj to within 2.5%. If the
absorption is assumed to be linear with pump power,
then f(z) is identical to the curve in Fig, 4, and

~f(z)dz = 7.3 ClIl.

Therefore, the absorption coefficient calculated in the
simple wsy given in the experimental set-up section is
nearly equal to the vtilue of the absorption meflicient at
(5,8,0,0), at least to within 10%.

A similar analysis can be carried out for the the
faraday cup measurement. The current density peaks
in the center and has a radial dependence up to the
aperture, whicii can be approximated by separate
y. and z-dependences, The z-dependence is seen in
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TABLE II. Peak pump pawen (kW/cra3) and peak absorption cceffkientn (q %/cm) at 248 nm for the different experimental conditions.
Pump power valuaa wem determined from both the Monte Carlo and radiachmmic film techniques. In the caee of ~ton, a second series
of meesurementa wm alao made at 2S7.3 nm (shown in parentheaee ). The acreanr reduced the current dene.ity by a factor of 2 (1 screen)
and 4.2 (2 acmmm).

Gas Denai@ Current (A/czn2) Pump Power (kW/cma) a (%/cm)
(amagats) (# Screens) Monte Carlo RK film

Argon 2 50 (o) m 4.3
2 25 (1) E 300 3.0

50(0) 400 .340 1.6
: U! (2) EY)

25 (1) E 160 ::
0!5 50 (o) 200 170 0.4

Krypton 2 50 (o) lXN L3 (2.6a)
50 (o) 0.8

: 25(1) % 0.5

● Meaaured at 2573 nm

Fig 4, and the current density is relatively constant in
the y-direction over the 3.5-cm aperture. By expressing
the current density, J(y,z), in the form

J(y,z) = Jo ~$y) fz(Z) (4)

where fy( y) and .fZ(z ) describe the distribution of the
current density in the y-and z-directions and Jo is the
current density at y = z = O, the total cument measured
by the faraday cup (I) is

Y

JI = Jo jfy(y)fz(z)dy dz. (5)

Performing the integrals by determining the areas
under the curves yields a value for Jo of 50 AJcm2 for a

1,2
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Figure 11 Absorption coefYhmt distribution function veroun
poeition ●long the probe beam direction, amummg that a varieo
aa the pump power to the O 8 power, and taking Fig 4 au the
z dependence of the pump power l%e ●bsorption coefficient ia
equal to aO timeo ~(z), where a. IS the value of the absorption
coefficient ●t z = O

measured current of 1.3 kA. Coupled with the Monte
Carlo calculation for energy deposited into 2 amagats
of argon, this leads ta the value of 780 kW/cm3 as the
peak pump power at (5.8,0,0). This is somewhat
larger than the value obtained from the RK
m~)asurement, and it is clear that more effort must be
e~pended into determining the accuracy of the
techniques on a more calibrated instrument.

Pumping 2 amagats of argon with a 50 Alcm2
e-beam produced a peak absorption of 4.3 %/cm. Prior
to these measurements, the value nf the absorption
cross section at 248 nm for Ar * given in the KrF

3kinetics codeT was 1 x 10-17 cm and the radiative
lifetime was given as 3.03ps (triplet state)? However,
the code over-predicted the absorption by a factor of 5,
and it was clear that the absorption cross section
needed to be reduced and that electron and possibly
rare gas mixing of the dimer singlet and triplet states
(the triplet state is lower in energy than the singlet,
and the singlet state has a radiative lifetimegof 4 ns)
was reducing the effective lifetime of the dimer
absorber, A measurement of the decay time of the
absorption (Td = 230 ns) provided an effective Ar2*
decay rate of 4,4 x I@ s-l to be used in the code , In
order to bring code calculations into agreement with
the data, the Ar2” absorption cross section was reduced
to 1.8 x 10. ~6 cmz. These changes did not have any
significant effect on the predicted absorption of an
e-beam pumped KrF mix.

Incorporating these changes into the code resulted
in the temporal dependence of the absorption given in
Fig. 8. A breakdown of the absorption Into
contributions by the major absorbers is shown in
Fig. 12, The early time behavior is attributed to tlimer
ion (Ar2+ ~ and excited atom (Ar** ) absorption, while
at late times, Ar2* is the main absorber, Since Ar2+
and Ar * are expected to have similar absorption
spectra? tthapes and peak cross sections, an
alternative to bringing calculations into agreement
with the data by reducing the Ar2* absorption cross
section alone is to redu:e both the Ar2* and the Ar2+
cross sections proportionately.
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Figure 12. Kinetics code calculation of the temporal dependence of
the absorption at 248 nm of 2 amagata of Ar pumped with a
600 kW/cms e-beam. The solid curve it the total absorption and
the dashed curves are the contributions by the m~r abeorbera. At
late times, &z* is the main abaorber, ●nd the decay rate of the
total absorption matches that of Arz’.

The dependence of the ablmrption coefficient on
pump power is understood by considering the kinetics
of the system. The electron-beam produces both excited
argon atoms and argon ions. ‘l’he excitation rate is
proportional to the argon ground state density and the
current density. The ions form dimer ions in
three-body collisions with neutrals, and the dimer ions
disaociatively recombine with electrons t.a form Ar**.
Electron and neutral mixing de-excite the Ar** atoms
to the metaatable le} el (Ar* ), and three-body collisions
lead to the forma’ ion of the excited dimers, Ar2°.
These processes , an be simply described by the
following rate equatmns:

d[Ar+l
dt = ~ J [~ti] - k3i [Ar12 [Ar+] (6)

d[Ar2+l
—d;— = k3, [Ar]2 [k+] - adr ne [Ar2+] (7)

d[Ar**]—=
dt c%, ~ [Ar2+] . q

a
(8)

d[Ar*]
dt = yJIArl+ ~ - k3n [&12 [Ar”l (9)

a

d[Ar2*] [A@]
— = k3n [k~ [Ar”l-—dt ~d’ (lb)

where brackets denote particle densities, p and y are
excitation rate coeffkients of the ion and metastable
atom, respectively, in units of cm21A-s, k3i and k3n
are three-body formation rate constants for the dimer
ion and the excited dimer, adr is the dissociative
recombination rate coetllcient, ne is the electron
density and fa, and td are the effective lifetimes of the
excited atom and molecule, including the etiects of
quenching.

Admittedly, this is not an exact treatment of the
kinetics, but it does allow us to gain insights into the
dependence of the absorption on pump power. Since
the absorption at the end of the e-beam pulse is mostly
the result of argon dimer absorption, we will consider
the effect of argon density on the dimer population.

At large argon densities, where the three-body
formation rates are large compared to the inverse of
the e-beam pulse length, ions which are formed in
Eqn, (6) will quickly form dimer ions, which will in
turn rapidly form excited atoms. These will quickly
populate the metastable level, so that Eqn. (9) can
effectively be rewritten

d[Ar*]
dt * (wP) J [Arl - ksn [Ar12 [h*] (9’)

and, assuming a square pump puise of duration TL
(200 ns), the Ar* and Ar2° densities can be dyed for
exactly.

[&.*] _ Q!@ J
k3n ~fil [1 - exp (-k3n[Ar12t)]

and

ls3n [Ar]2 [1 - exp (-+~,)] - ~: [1 - exp (-k3n [Ar]2 t)]

k3n [~]z . ~1--

(11)

(12)

IF k3n[Ar12 >> l/TL and l/~d, then at the end of the [@*] * (Y+P) J [&] TL (14)
e-beam pdse, the Ar2* density can be approximated
as: and the dimer population, and hence the absorption,

at the end of the pulse is linear with argon and current

[Ar2*l
{

= (y+~) J [&l ~d>[l - exp (-
1

}
‘L ~1. ~3;.[fij2 . density. At 1 amagat, k3n[Ar]2 = 1,4 x 107 s-l for

~d k3n IB 2 x 10”32 cm6/s, l/TL = 6 x 106 s-l and

(13) l/~d = 2 x 10Ga-1, Aa the argon density increaser, the
effective lifetime of the dimer decreases. so that

Expanding the exponential in F~n. (13) out to two terms Td < ‘! L , and the dependence of dimer density on

results in the following: pump power will be less than linear.



At pressures lower than an amagat, the three- 6J.c. Cody, W.T. ~l~d, C.J. Elliott, A.M. Hunter
body rate is slow, and if one neglects contributions to
the metastable level horn the ion, Eqn. (9) can be

and M.J. Kircher, IEEE J. Quantum Electron. Q&l.1,
1786 (1981).

solved to give 7W.R. Wadt, J. Chem. Phys. Z3 3915 (1980).
8c.H. Chen. M.G. pane and J.P. Pudish. J. Chem.

[A*] .
Phys. ~: ~S26 (1978). -

* [1 - exp (-k~n [Ary t)] .k3n [Arl (15) 9J.W. ~~, ROE.Glea~n ~d G.K. Walters, Phys. Rev.
Lett. x, 1375 (1974).

At the end of the pulse, if k3n[Ar12 TL << 1 and
zd,>> TL ,

[k*] = y J [Ar] TL (16)

and the solution for the dimer density is

[Aq”] =
y J ksn [Ar13TL2

2’ (17)

Therefore, at low pressures, the dimer population,
and hence the absorption, at the end of the e-beam
pulse is expected to have a pressure cubed dependence.
Since the peak in the dimer density occurs after the
e-beam has terminated, the peak dimer density
actually vanes as pressure aquared.

At all pressures, this simple analysis predicts a
linear dependence of dimer concentration on current
density. This is not observed to be the case, and is
probably due to the fact that a higher current density
will produce more seconda~ ekc%rons, and electron
mixing will be fasbr. In addition, the dissociative
recombination ra’~ is a ibction of the ektron density.
The analysis does not attempt to wnsider the effects of
electrons.

Although good agreement between experimental
results and code calculations has been obsexved after
making changes in the kinetics code, no etiect was
seen in the predic~d absorption of a KrF mix. This
implies that Ar2 * absorption does not contribute
significantly to the total absorption in a KrF mix.
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